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AB OVO 

ORPHEUS, SANCHUNIATHON, AND THE ORIGINS OF THE 
IONIAN WORLD MODEL 

It is well known that sometime before 700 B.C. the Greeks took over from the Near 
East a complex theogonic myth about the succession of rulers in heaven, involving the 
motifs of the castration of Sky and a swallowing and regurgitation by his successor, 
and that this story forms the framework of Hesiod's Theogony. It is less well known 
that at a later epoch, sometime before the middle of the sixth century B.C., a quite 
different and no less striking oriental myth about the beginning of things was 
introduced to Greece: the myth of the god Unaging Time, who created the materials 
for the world from his own seed, and of the cosmic egg out of which the heaven and 
the earth were formed. I have discussed this myth and its variants elsewhere.' My 
purpose in re-examining it here is firstly to clarify various details of the Phoenician 
versions of the cosmogony as reported in Greek sources, secondly to obtain a sharper 
picture of its original form, and thirdly to argue that the world model of the early 
Ionian philosophers, which to some extent set the pattern for subsequent Greek 
cosmology, owed more to the myth than has generally been appreciated. 

I will begin by briefly enumerating its manifestations in Greek mythical and poetic 
cosmogony. It makes a partial appearance in Pherecydes of Syros, who has Chronos 
as one of his three pre-existing deities, and moreover a Chronos who creates cosmic 
elements out of his seed.2 But its classic statement was in the earliest of the theogonies 
attributed to Orpheus, composed in the late sixth or early fifth century.3 According 
to this account, the world began with a sort of watery abyss, possibly represented by 
the names Oceanus and Tethys, and with a coupling of Unaging Time (Xpdvos 
ayr'paos) and Ananke, represented as winged, half-serpent figures. Chronos generated 
Aither and a huge, bottomless Chasm (Chaos), overlaid with gloomy darkness and 
Night: 

A'OEpa IiE'v Xpdvos OVTO' (al'ToS?) & y7paos 
La2O-LTOrl-TL9 

yElvaTro 
Kal• 

t/LEya XcdaL/a TrrEAptov EvOa Ka'L vOa... 
0VE TL TrEtPaP l7flV, 0V ) 7TrV617`V, OV'E TLS E"pa. 

(Orph. fr. 66a/b Kern.) He also fashioned a shining egg, the progeny of Aither and 
Chaos: 

EM7ELTa ' ES'EvE TEy•,~y Xpovos AleOpW StWL 
WoEov pyvfEcov. 

(Fr. 70.) In it, enclosed in a bright cloak (of cloud?) the radiant hermaphrodite 
Phanes, alias Protogonos and Eros, developed. The serpent Time squeezed the egg 

1 Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient [hereafter cited as EGPO], Oxford, 1971, 28-36; The 
Orphic Poems [hereafter OP], Oxford, 1983, 103-5, 198-201. 

2 DK 7 A 8, B 1; EGPO 11-13; H. S. Schibli, Pherekydes of Syros, Oxford, 1990, 27-38. 
3 For the contents and dating of this poem, and details of the evidence on which the above 

summary is based, see OP, chapter 3 and pp. 182-226. 
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until it broke. Thereupon the Aither and the misty Chasm were split, and the world 
was filled with Phanes' brilliance: 

Xdapia o' VrTqEpLOV Ka'L v7?vE/Los gppdy7) A104p 

(Fr. 72.) Phanes copulated with himself and gave birth to various gods. 
Echoes of this 'Orphic' cosmogony are to be found in the theogony ascribed to 

Epimenides, in which two 'Titans' (i.e. half-serpent figures?) produced an egg, and 
more gods came from it,4 and especially in the parodic cosmogony of Aristophanes' 
Birds (693-702).5 But it was never taken up in general poetic tradition. In Hellenistic 
times and later it remains confined to the Orphic and Mithraic sphere.6 

This Time-Egg cosmogony appears suddenly in sixth-century Greece and connects 
with nothing that has gone before. Its foreign provenance is proved conclusively by 
the parallel Phoenician, Iranian, and Indian myths, all of which seem to have gone 
into circulation at roughly the same period, around the middle of the first millennium 
B.C. It developed in the first place from Egyptian antecedents, perhaps on Phoenician 
soil. At any rate Phoenicia is likely to be closest to the source from which the story 
came to Greece, and it is on the Phoenician versions that I shall now focus. 

Eudemus' ' Sidonian' version 

The first of them we owe to the Peripatetic Eudemus of Rhodes, who included it in a 
survey of the theogonic doctrines of earlier thinkers, both Greek and barbarian. 
Eudemus' discussion is paraphrased, and amplified with Neoplatonic interpretations 
of the theogonies, by Damascius.7 Shorn of the interpretations, which are of no use 
to us, the paraphrase runs: 

tSWVtOL SE ' 
KarT& TOv a bTv Uvyypac a (sc. Eudemus) 7Tpo 7rdvrwv Xpdvov 7orTLOEV'7L Kal 

7d6Oov Kati 'OtpiXAtqv" dlOov SE Kati 'Ot/iXAj~ t1LYEVTWV... 'AEpa yEvE"OatL Ka'L Aipav... 7raAtv 
SEK TOV"TrWV dtL/qLV WLov yEvv7qO7vaL. 

The Sidonians, according to the same writer (sc. Eudemus), posit Time as existing before 
everything else, and Desire, and Nebula. And from the union of Desire and Nebula... came Aer 
and Aura...and again from these two an egg was produced. 

This is obviously very much abbreviated, but so far as it goes it is clear. In the initial 
state of the world there exist three entities: Time, Desire, and Nebula. From the 
interaction of the two latter, expressed apparently in terms of sexual union, come Aer 
and Aura. These two in turn produce an egg.8 This cannot have been the end of the 
story; from the egg, we may assume, other cosmic entities came, or it developed into 
our heaven and earth. 

The thought behind this cosmogonic myth is that the world begins from a material 
principle of murky and indistinct nature (Nebula), which is acted upon by a dynamic 
principle identified as Desire or Longing. The presence of Time is also important. No 
particular action is attributed to him, at any rate in the summary account, but the idea 

4 DK 3 B 5; OP 47f., 112, 201f. 5 Cf. OP Illf. 6 See OP 252-5. 
7 Eudemus fr. 150 Wehrli; Damascius, TIEpt TwOv rrpwCrTwv adpxdv iii. 162ff. W.-C. (L. G. 

Westerink and J. Combes, Damascius. Traite des premiers principes, Paris, 1986-91). 
8 Cd11v is Gruppe's certain correction of the vox nihili wrov. For a full justification of the 

emendation see the note of Westerink-Combes, op. cit. 238. 
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must be that the developments described took place in the course of time, over a long 
period. As a result of the activity of Desire, Nebula gives way to Aer and Aura, which 
we may perhaps understand as Still Air and Wind - again a passive or negative and 
an active or positive principle. Here it is the feminine noun that corresponds to the 
dynamic element; but this was not necessarily the case in the Phoenician original. The 
interaction of Air and Wind leads - again in the course of time - to the formation of 
the cosmic egg. 

From what sort of source did Eudemus receive this cosmogony? There is no reason 
to think that any Greek before him had recorded it, or that he himself could read 
Phoenician. Most likely he had it from an oral source. In Rhodes he may have had 

many opportunities to speak with Phoenicians from passing ships. He attributed the 

cosmogony to 'Sidonians'. This may indicate a specifically Sidonian source; but in 
Hebrew 'Sidonian' is the ordinary term for 'Phoenician', and we should perhaps 
allow for the possibility that a similar usage was current among some east 
Mediterranean Greeks. 

And what was Eudemus' informant's source? Surely not his own fancy, but some 
current doctrine, perhaps enshrined in a literary work, whether in prose or verse. In 
the case of the Babylonian theogony which Damascius reports two paragraphs 
earlier, likewise from Eudemus, we can identify the underlying source as a version of 
the classic poem Eniama elis'. We shall see that Eudemus' Phoenician cosmogony, 
while not identical with the others that are attested, shares significant features with 
them. They will help us to get a clearer idea of the Phoenician original from which he 

indirectly drew. 

Moch's version 

Damascius knows of another Phoenician cosmogony, and he appends it to that 
recorded by Eudemus: 

ogS S3 E'WOEV Eb38Iov T7v ow0LVLKWV EVbpL/KO/EV Kaa7d Mwoxov /v0oAoyiav, AltOp 7v 
TO 

7rpWTOV KaC' 'Aqp, Ca t3)0 CVTaCraL CpXac, E wV yEvvdTraL OiAwoios~... ov 0'EavTjw avvEAOdvTro0g 
yEVv7qO7lvat ,aaLv Xovwpov avotyEa arp(_,ov, Era ,?ov... EYerat yap E a0'oV, ayvE'rog EI- 
8310 yEvE9aOat opavos' Kat TWV Tj3LoX0T0?roLprLqdToV •KaTEpoV. 

But as we find outside Eudemus in the Phoenician mythology according to Mochos, there was 
Aither first of all and Aer, these two first principles, from whom Oulomos was generated... From 
him, after he had intercourse with himself, they say Chousoros the Opener was generated first, 
then an egg...For it is said that when it broke in two, heaven and earth appeared from the 
halves. 

But in assigning to each of these entities its metaphysical status, Damascius expresses 
hesitation. Perhaps, he says, the functions he has assigned to Oulomos and 
Chousoros, namely Tb d'KpOV 70to vorl-0roi and 

- vorlr-qT 8~tvacts, should be assigned to 
certain winds: 

Etl /L7 cpa 
/LET•a •S 8'0 d 'pXaTo~ %6 iLv &Kpov UTL'V "AyvE/LOSg EL', To %3 t Sdov of 30 #186VELOLv A{ 

rE 
Kat NdrTOS" •TOLO 

)yapL ty~p 7r Kat roVTovUS rpO roi OA•AwPov. 

Unless it is that after the two first principles the akron is Wind as a single entity and the meson 
consists of the two winds Lips and Notos; for they seem to put these too before Oulomos. 

The Phoenician writer Moch(os) of Sidon is mentioned by several other Greek 
authors.9 According to their own preoccupations, they categorize him variously as an 

' The testimonia are collected by Jacoby as FGrHist 784. 
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antiquarian historian (Josephus, F 3), a philosopher (Diogenes Laertius, F 2), or a 
'physicist prophet' (bvauoAOd'os rrpo brr5-, lamblichus, F 5). He was reputed to have 
lived before the Trojan War (Strabo, F 6, from Posidonius). Iamblichus (L.c.) has 
Pythagoras sailing to Sidon and there meeting Mochos' descendants 'and the other 
Phoenician hierophants'. Tatian (T 1) names Theodotus, Hypsicrates, and Mochos as 
three Phoenician writers whose works were translated into Greek by 'Laitos, the man 
who made a detailed study of the lives of the philosophers' (Aa•T70s KatL TO V 9Lous 

rJv 0tAoao'dwv d rT' "dKptLfE TpayLaTEaUvad-Evos). 
Of Laitos too there are other 

mentions. Plutarch attests his interest in physics (784 F 7-8). But he also wrote 

OOLVLtKLKd (F Ib), a romantic history in which Menelaus' visit to Phoenicia was bound 
up with Solomon's wedding to the daughter of Hiram king of Tyre. Laitos may have 
been of Phoenician stock himself. It has been assumed too readily that his name is the 
Roman Laetus.'x It just might be a Greek name, Adci-ros, corresponding to Homer's 
Boeotian hero AiTroS, but no historical bearer of this name seems to be attested. I 
suspect that it represents Aramaic *lfCit = Balbus, 'EAA'ds. As for Mochos' name, it 
is presumably Phoenician, though its meaning is not clear." 

The cosmogony reported from Moch contains two genuine Phoenician names that 
Laitos left untranslated and the copyist of the primary manuscript of Damascius left 
unaccented: Oi'Awciosc and Xouawpos. Oi)Awciosc is *cj/ljm, the expected Phoenician 
form corresponding to Hebrew cJlam 'remote time'. Here again is a personified Time; 
this must be the name that Eudemus' informant rendered as Xpdvos. As for 
Xovawpos, he also appears in Sanchuniathon-Philo, in the form Xovawp, and there 
he is identified with Hephaestus (FGrHist 790 F 2, p. 808. 22). He is in fact the old 
god K6taru, who appears in the Ugaritic epics as the divine craftsman ktr whss 
'Kothar-and-Hasis'; proto-Semitic and Ugaritic t became I in Phoenician, and the 
vowels suffered the same shift as in colam > calhm. Semitic k and I normally appear 
as X and a in Greek transcriptions. Chousoros' title 

dvo•yE•vs 
does not mean merely 

that he is to open the egg: it must represent Phoenician pth, and signifies an equation 
with the Egyptian Ptah."2 The form dvotye'sc (for avo'KTyq7) is not found elsewhere, 
and seems designed for the function of a divine title. It might be better written with 
a capital, 'Avoty&a. 

Moch's cosmogony may be interpreted as follows. It begins with two principles that 
are named even before Time and said to generate Time: Aither and Aer. In choosing 
these two terms, Laitos probably intended to express a distinction between (active, 
fiery) upper air and (passive, damp) lower air. I cannot suggest what Semitic words 

10 Westerink-Combes 238, 'un certain Aai-ros (Laetus), donc de l'6poque romain'. But we 
know he was earlier than Posidonius. 

" According to W. Gesenius, Scripturae Linguaeque Phoeniciae Monumenta quotquot 
supersunt, Lipsiae 1837, 431, it is a form of malk 'king' resulting from a sound-change /al/ > 
/6/. More recent scholars, however, seem to limit this change to late Punic; see S. Segert, A 
Grammar of Phoenician and Punic, Munich, 1976, 67f. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of 
Canaan, London, 1968, 194 n. 39, relates the name to that of Maki of Gad (Numbers 13.15) and 
the name Mky on a Punic inscription. 

12 W. F. Albright, op. cit. 193-6; J. Ebach, Weltentstehung und Kulturentwicklung bei Philo 
von Byblos (Beitr. z. Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament, 6. Folge, Heft 8) Stuttgart, 
1979, 66, 434 n. 9; cf. S. Morenz in S. Morenz (ed.), Aus Antike und Orient (Festschr. W. 
Schubart), 1950, 81f. Ptah appears in connection with a cosmic egg in an inscription from the 
temple of Chon at Thebes of Graeco-Roman date (Morenz, l.c.) and in an Egyptian cosmogony 
related by Porphyry (De cultu simulacrorum fr. 10 Bidez) ap. Eus. PE 3.11.46: b-v SE BOEOv oroyV 
(Kv7j0) &K T T) 

TdftQarTo rrTPOOaEatE 
C WLOV k aatV, E'6 ) yEVvvdaOaCL OEOv OV aTOti 7TpooaaOpEvovaU 

L 
00d, o' SE "EAAqrvEs "HqbaLUTrov EpI7VEV•ELV 8; To WLO'V TO'v KO'UTLOV. 
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they may represent.13 We may see an analogy with God's separation of Light (T6r) and 
Darkness 

(h. 
Oek) in Genesis 1.4, though if Moch had used the corresponding 

Phoenician words, we should have expected Laitos to render them by 06? and 

UKdTos. As in Genesis the separation of Light and Darkness, named by God as Day 
and Night, initiates the counting of days, so Moch represents Time as being born 
from Aither and Aer.14 It is not clear to us (as it was not clear to Damascius) how the 
winds fit in. They too apparently exist before Time. Perhaps they were responsible for 
effecting the separation between Aither and Aer. 

The following developments have no counterpart in the biblical narrative. Time has 
intercourse with himself, and gives birth to the divine craftsman Khushor-Ptah and 
the cosmic egg which will be divided to form heaven and earth. The motif of the self- 
frucitifying Time is paralleled in Pherecydes, the Orphic theogony, and the 
Atharvaveda; the detail of how it was done (avT6L avvEATOdvTros) corresponds exactly 
to the Zoroastrian cosmogony as it is described in the Armenian sources."5 

Khushor-Ptah doubtless has a demiurgic function. As 'Opener' he will open the 
egg and fashion its two halves into heaven and earth. That will not have been the end 
of his labours. Once again we think of Genesis. 

Thoth's version 

The third Phoenician cosmogony is the one recorded in Greek by Philo of Byblos 
(FGrHist 790). Philo's Phoenician History, a work in eight or nine books, was 
translated, or rather adapted, from a native work by one Sanchuniathon of Beirut. 
It was claimed that Sanchuniathon lived before the Trojan War, and that he gathered 
his information from various sources, 'studiously collecting and writing up all the 
ancient tradition from the histories current in the various cities and from the temple 
inscriptions' (tAaArq0)s rrdmaav 7-rTv raAaLdv lrTopLav EK 7TWV Kadra rrdAtv 

iwrroivT/igd-rwv Kat 7T6v v TOLS LEpOL~ dvaypacdiv arvvayayciv Kat avyypdasc).'6 
There is a reference to his finding in temples books written in a difficult script: 

0 S av/flaAhc;v ToC Z 
ra Tro' (JV a2TWV EPEOECVpC rLVa 7roKpli?ot9, 'AtqitovvCwv pdt/t4amrL 

aVYKEL••EVOLs, 
q 3 OK 7V 7dal 

,v~ptLa, 7• 
LcLO 

y/1UqaLV 
Qr7VTrwv a-VTOS' 7aK7qaU. 

And lighting upon the out-of-the-way works found in the adyta, written in Ammounean 
characters, which were not familiar to everyone, he worked everything out for himself."7 

Being curious to discover how the world began, he sought out the works of Taautos, 
whom the Egyptians call Thouth (Owt;0), the Alexandrians Thoth (O8<0), and the 

13 arp occurs in the Septuagint only in the phrase iv vEcAaEs d2S pos or cdpwv at 2 Sam. 22.12 
= Ps. 17(18).12, where it renders Hebrew 

shdqiqm, 
a word normally translated by v r-q, vEEAaLt, 

or obpavds. alcO4p is not found in the Septuagint at all, though Symmachus often uses it to 
translate 'adhdq. Nor does the concept of 'air' seem to be found in the Hebrew Bible. What is 
translated in English versions as 'birds of the air' is actually 'birds of heaven', and similarly with 
'the way of an eagle in the air' at Prov. 30.19 ('in heaven'). At Job 41.16, 'One is so near to 
another that no air can come between them', the Hebrew actually has 'wind' (rti"h, LXX 
7rvE6/a). Pausanias 7.23.7f. records an encounter with a philosophic Sidonian who identified 
Asclepius (Eshmun) with hjp. 

14 Cf. Democritus DK 68 A 72/Epicur. fr. 294 Us. Xpdvos aUTtv (7LEpoEtES0 KLt VUKTOELE•~ 

cdVTraa/ta. 
15 See EGPO 30. We do not know whether the Orphic theogony was so explicit about 

Chronos, but it did describe Phanes as copulating with himself. 
"1 Porphyry ap. Eus. PE 1.9.21 (FGrHist 790 F 1I p. 804.7), presumably paraphrasing Philo. 
17 Philo F 1 p. 805.8ff. 
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Greeks Hermes, because he knew that Taautos, as the first on earth who devised the 
art of writing, was the best authority on the earliest events.'8 

These statements come from Philo's preface, in which he strove to impress his 
Greek readers with the exceptional value and interest of Sanchuniathon's work, the 
high antiquity of the author, and the rare quality of his sources. References to ancient 
records discovered in temples and the like are a commonplace of impostors' 
literature.19 One can see why some older scholars entertained the deepest suspicions 
of Philo's good faith, and took his Sanchuniathon for a fiction. It is now generally 
accepted that there was a genuine Phoenician work behind Philo's, though a much 
less ancient one than he claimed.20 His statements about Sanchuniathon's sources are 
likely to be based on statements in the original. But in the original they may not have 
had the same air of'hype' as they have in Philo's preface. For a Phoenician antiquary 
of the Hellenistic period - a plausible setting for Sanchuniathon - it would have been 
natural to seek information from town records and from temple libraries. There is 
nothing extravagant about the claim that he did this. What about the exotic 

'A[oov•wov ypac[aara? Scholars have come to no definite conclusion on the 
meaning of 

'Apqoovuow,2 
but the most natural supposition is surely that it is the 

genitive of a masculine plural ethnic 'A[p4ovvEvs, and that these are the Ammonites, 
Hebrew Cammonim, with the regular Phoenician change of /6/ to /ii/ that we have 
seen before.22 If so, Sanchuniathon was not claiming to have deciphered some 
thrillingly esoteric script such as Egyptian hieroglyphs, only an archaic or regional 
form of Canaanite alphabet, such as he might well have encountered in the course of 
his researches and, with a little application, successfully read. It is not said that no one 
could read the script, only that not everyone could. The Ammonite script was a variety 
of Aramaic, and so closely related to the Phoenician.23 

What about the cosmogony of Thoth? Obviously this was a pseudepigraphon. But 
there is no reason to accuse Sanchuniathon of charlatanry. Like the fifth-century 
redactors of the Hebrew historico-legal cycle (Genesis to Kings), he wished to start his 
history from the beginning of the world, and he turned to an existing cosmogonic 
narrative, perhaps a poem. It happened to bear the authoritative name of Thoth, 
much as some Greek poems on the subject bore the name of Orpheus or Musaeus. 
The attribution of mystic writings to Thoth began in Egypt - not demonstrably 
before the Ptolemaic period - and from the second or first century B.C. it began to 

18 Philo F1 p. 804.22ff. Philo's TaavTro probably represents Phoenician Thwt or Thwt, 
corresponding to the Egyptian Dhwtj. 

19 See W. Speyer, Biicherfunde in der Glaubenswerbung der Antike (Hypomnemata 24), 
G6ttingen 1970; id., Die literarische Filschung im heidnischen und christlichen Altertum, Munich, 
1971, 67-71. 

20 See, for example, J. Barr, Bull. of the John Rylands Library 57, 1974, 17-68; L. Troiani, 
L'opera storiografica di Filone da Byblos, Pisa, 1974; J. Ebach (as in n. 12); A. I. Baumgarten, The 
Phoenician History of Philo of Byblos. A Commentary, Leiden, 1981, 1-6. Sanchuniathon is a 
genuine Phoenician name (Sakkunyatdn, 'Shakkun has given'), but of a type not likely to be 
earlier than 700 B.C.; cf. P. Nautin, Revue biblique 56, 1949, 272; Barr 36; Baumgarten 42-5. The 
Greek form ?ayxovvwtOwov shows in the first syllable a sub-phonemic nasalization, for which cf. 
Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language, New Haven, 1936, 30. 

21 Opinions are reviewed by Nautin (as in n. 20), 262-5. He himself emends to 'ApIpCLwvEtWV 
and transposes the word to join dfSvrTwv: 'les sanctuaires d' Ammon'. He is followed by 
Baumgarten (as in n. 20), 79. 

22 There is no reason why we should expect Philo to have known or adopted the Septuagint 
form, 'AppLLavrTat. 

23 See for an up-to-date account of it J. Naveh, Early History of the Alphabet, 2nd ed., 
Jerusalem, 1987, 105-11 and 218. 
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take hold among Greeks, with Hermes representing the Egyptian god.24 It is not 

surprising if the same fashion had spread to Phoenicia, where Egyptian influence was 
always strong. However, we should observe that so far as our evidence goes, an 
author who cites a work ascribed to Thoth is unlikely to be pre-Hellenistic..5 

For our knowledge of the cosmogony, as for most of our knowledge of 
Sanchuniathon, we depend on Eusebius, who quotes lengthy extracts from Philo's 
work. The relevant passage is Praep. Evang. 1.10.1-5 (FGrHist 790 F 2, p. 806. 
15-807.9). We need to keep in mind the multi-layered nature of the transmission. The 
text before us is Eusebius. He is quoting from Philo of Byblos. Philo was adapting 
Sanchuniathon. Sanchuniathon was adapting a cosmogony ascribed to Thoth. It is 

possible that we have to reckon with even another link in the chain, namely Porphyry, 
who had made reference to Sanchuniathon in several places and whom Eusebius has 

constantly in view as his adversary. It may well have been Porphyry's citations that 
drew Eusebius' attention to Sanchuniathon in the first place. It is not credible that 
Eusebius should have got all his quotations of Philo from Porphyry; he clearly 
consulted Philo directly. But Porphyry may perhaps have quoted parts of the same 

passages from Philo as Eusebius does, and if so, Eusebius may in those places have 
had one eye on Philo and one eye on Porphyry's quotation of Philo. This hypothesis 
will perhaps seem at first sight a gratuitous complication, but it may help to solve a 

problem. 
After quoting selected passages from Philo's preface, Eusebius introduces his 

version of Sanchuniathon's cosmogony thus: 

E a dTdpXETra T7) T70o ZCayXovvt`dOwovos 
ptVELaS, 

WE 7TWSa rT7v O OLVLKLK7V 
KTLOOEtLEVOS 

OEoAoylav" T7V TwoV oAwv lPX7)V 6JTOTMLETaL iEpa cL oow&- Kl TTVEUt/LTWS77, 77 qTVO7)V LEpOs gO W#SOUg, 

Kal xdos OoAEpoV 
%vPE3bSE•• Ti•arTa 

SL EL%'vaL cTZELpa, Kal KLa &S roAiv avdva dw/t XEtV 7rEpag. OTE 

SE, frlaiv, 7pdaOr TO% 
7TrvEo/ta 

Twov 1S1wv dcpxwv, Kal EyEVETO Ua;KpaaUL, 7 rrTAoK7 EKELv7 PEK7•O 
IdOoo. arl T S) PX% KTL7UEWS w•• •dlVTrw 

, a TO E OK E~yVWUKE T7?v abTro0 KTLU'LV. Kal tK T7r•9 
abroO avrAoKi• so T01 

7VEP/_TO•~a 
YEVETO M7T. 707Td 7TLVE' 9arULV ItvV, oC &• E&a0TSOU 

tLLEC•ES 
auL7btv. Kal EK 

7a•7rlT 
,YEVETO 

r 
7da UrrTOpl KTLUEW- K9al yVEUL 7•Otv 0WV. 

v 
L'va 

•tLa obK 
X~ovwra 

aLaOrlaUv, ( cv 
weyVVE'TO w•a 

voEpa Kal EKAOr Zw• aatLv, 
T707' E•lV obpavoO KaTrdOrraL. 

KalV d7VEraOUk7 dto'(9~ (d MC7T H61scher) cwtov aXu/taT7 Kal t% ?Aa/IOE (TOO) MCT7 
LA, 
l 7TE 

Kal 
aEA••Vr, da'TEpE9 

TE Kal d auTpa 
•LEya•Aa. 

[Eusebius:] TOLaVTr7 
t/lV adwV 477 

KOUtOyOVLa, 
daVTKpl S dOEd7)Ta 

El•rayovuaa"ta Lt~WEV 
SE% ES 

W9S Kat 7T7V wLOyOVLaV wYOUT a77V L A'yEL. f7LaV oUv 

[Philo:] Ka TOO) d'pos gSavyaaav7TO St a 
7Trpw•tV 

Kal T77S OaAaUa• •g Kal T77 77 , EYEVETO 

rvEv/LaTa• Ka' 
vLrI 

KaL opavLwov &dL'TWV 
/Ey tLUa7at KaTa•opal Kal XVaELS. Kalt •EL ~KpLOr 

Kal TOTO 16LOU TO7TOV LSLJEXWPlO7 P lq T7aV TO)V 70Alov q rrTpwaLv, Kal TrdtLv avvoVT7t7aE rravra Ev 
dKapEd (v. 1. eipL) Ta'E TOLaSE Kal avvEppaeav, povvTral TE dTTETAEaO7qaav Kal darpawral. Kal 
rrpOs TOv TrayoV T6wV poVTwV Ta% 7rpoyEypa/iiEdva voEpa wa ayp7ydp7aEv, Kal 7rrp0 TOV 
77XOV T&rTVp7q, Kal tKLV7O'7q EV TE 

7,•L 
Kal iOaAdaa7qL dtppEV Kal 

i 
OAv. 

[Eusebius:] 70otavrT abTOgs Kal 77 w LOyOVla. TOVTOLS Eg d6 a7;os aUvyypa••SE &LTLdEpEL 

[Philo:] TavOO'EvbpO•l v T77L KOU/LOyOVLcaL yEypat/i/Eva TaatTov Ka' rTOgS EKELVOU t TOrOLvt/LaaULv 
EK TE UTOXaLwV Ka 7TEK/L7ptWV wV EwpaKEV VT70O) 77 taIVOLa Kal 77VpE Ka tlj yV EOb7WTtEV. 

Next he begins on his exposition of Sanchuniathon, setting out the Phoenician theology more or 
less like this: 

As the beginning of all things he posits dark, windy air, or a wind of dark air, and turbid, 
gloomy chaos; these were unbounded, and for long ages found no terminus. But when (he says) 
the wind fell in love with its own beginnings and a blending took place, that entanglement was 

24 See G. Fowden, The Egyptian Hermes, Cambridge, 1986, especially pp. 1-11 and 57-68. 
25 Cf. Baumgarten (as in n. 20), 74. 
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called Desire. This was the beginning of the foundation of everything, yet it did not recognize 
its own foundation. And from its self-entanglement - the wind's - came Mot. Some say this was 
mud, some say the ooze from a watery mixture. And from this came the whole seed of creation 
and the genesis of all things. 

And there were certain living things that were without perception, from which came others 
with perception, and they were called Zophe shamin, that is, Watchers of the Sky. 

And it was formed like the shape of an egg. And there shone out <from) Mot sun and moon, 
stars and 'great stars'. 

[Eusebius] Such is their cosmogony, which is a plain resort to atheism. Next let us see what 
he tells us of the basis of their zoogony. This is what he says: 

[Philo] And when the air became distinct as a result of heating, and the sea and the earth, there 
arose winds and cloud and huge precipitations of the celestial waters. And when it divided out 
and became separated from its own location through being heated by the sun, and then 
everything met and collided together again in an instant [v.1. in the air], thunder and lightning 
were produced. And at the claps of thunder the afore-mentioned percipient creatures woke up, 
and they trembled at the noise, and male and female were stirred on land and sea. 

[Eusebius] Such is their zoogony. Following that the same writer adds: 
[Philo] This account was found written in the cosmogony of Thoth and in his hypomnemata, 

based on conjectures and indications which his intellect saw and found out and made clear to 
us. 

Eusebius distinguishes the cosmogony from the zoogony, but they are clearly 
integral parts of a single account, and I shall use 'the cosmogony' to cover the two 
together. Philo's statement that Sanchuniathon had got this from a different source 
from the rest of his work seems to be confirmed by a stylistic feature noted by E. 
Renan :26 the constant use of Kal to introduce sentences in these fragments and not 
in the rest. Others have suggested that the underlying text, the cosmogony of' Thoth', 
was a poem, arguing from apparent cases of parallelismus membrorum, the 
characteristic feature of Semitic poetry.27 This may well be right. However, not all the 
repetitions in Eusebius' text are to be explained in this way. 

Right at the beginning we have the doublet dEpa 50c'7l Ka• T7VE•pla d87) 7)• oTTVO2V 
adpos (ooo6ov0s, 'dark windy air, or a wind of dark air'. What is the origin of these 
alternative phrasings? As the lexical elements are the same in both, they can hardly 
reflect poetic parallelism in 'Thoth'. They cannot be merely scribal variants, one of 
which has been incorporated from the margin. Nor is it plausible to account for them 
(as I once thought) as Philo's conscientious efforts to render the nuance of 
Sanchuniathon's original. No ancient translator recorded in this way his hesitations 
between alternative phrasings, and in any case, in view of the fixed order of construct 
noun and genitive in the Semitic languages, there can have been no ambiguity as to 
whether 'wind' qualified 'dark air' or vice versa. Philo, then, can only have written 
one phrase where we read two. The duplication must be due to Eusebius, and the 
reason for it will be that he had two versions of Philo's text in front of him. In the 
light of what has been said above, we can reasonably conjecture that these were an 
actual copy of Philo's Phoinikika and a quotation from Philo in Porphyry. If it is 
asked why he did not simply dismiss Porphyry's variant version as inaccurate, the 
answer might be that he thought that Porphyry's version, being taken from an older 
copy of Philo, might be more correct than his own copy. In fact its divergent phrasing 

26 Mnmoires de l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres 23(2), 1868, 255. 
27 C. Clemen, Die ph6nikische Religion nach Philon von Byblos (Mitteilungen der 

Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft 42.3, 1939) 39; U. H61scher, Hermes 81, 1953, 394f. = H.-G. 
Gadamer (ed.), Um die Begriffswelt der Vorsokratiker (Wege der Forschung, 9) Darmstadt, 
1968, 139f. (with a tentative layout of the text to reflect the original verses); Baumgarten (as in 
n. 20), 98-100. 
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was probably due to Porphyry's habit of introducing minor verbal alterations into his 
quotations.28 

Apart from the doublet phrase, is the sentence Philo verbatim, or Eusebius' 
paraphrase, becoming a verbatim quotation only at 5rE 8E (/Onqt'v) -qpdaOle? Is the 
subject of 6TroTL'GE-rat and nalut'v Philo or Sanchuniathon? I think it is Philo verbatim 
from the start. Philo has just come to the end of his preface, and now begins his 
presentation of the contents of Sanchuniathon's work, paraphrasing in the first 
sentence and then modulating to direct quotation. This is strongly indicated by the 
fact that the opening sentence, much more than what follows, is full of the language 
of Greek (Stoic) cosmology: rv -r-v 5Awv apxq4v, ai'pa ?o,(0 r, Xados oAEpdv, 
dl~TEpa/L•7) EXEwV r7Tpas.29 It is evidently a philosophical interpretation of 
Sanchuniathon's description of the initial state of the world, not a literal translation, 
and as such it must be put to Philo's account; Eusebius would not have undertaken 
such an operation. 

Sanchuniathon may have begun like Genesis: 'In the beginning...'; that would 
invite the Greek paraphrase 

"r"v 
-r- dvA wv dpX-qv LbrorleOirat.... The Genesis account 

also suggests other equivalences. The 'windy dark air' or 'wind of dark air' may 
plausibly be resolved into the darkness and wind of Genesis 1:2 (h?&ek, ra"h), 
especially as the wind appears on its own in the next sentence (-r6 rrvE•ita).30 

What 
about the xados OoAEpOV PEfL•ErS? We should understand Xdaos in the sense in which 
the Stoics interpreted this Hesiodic term: as the primeval water.3' OoAEpds is an 
adjective applicable above all to water. 

"EpE•os-, 
according to the same Stoic school 

of interpretation, was the dark air that arose from the primeval water.32 What Philo 
was seeking to express in his Stoicizing phraseology, then, was the idea of a dark, 
turbid watery mass. This corresponds exactly to the teh6m ('the deep') of Genesis, 
upon which the darkness lay. What Sanchuniathon wrote at the start of his 
cosmogony, therefore, was something like 'In the beginning (there was no earth and 
no heaven, but) darkness and wind enveloped the deep.' 

These entities, says Philo, were drrELpa and for long ages they found no terminus. 
A plausible Hebrew equivalent of Sta 7rroAbv altIva would be mei(lam, and it is 
tempting to speculate that in the Phoenician text the word Calim played a role, 
perhaps as an abstract entity as in the two other Phoenician cosmogonies that we 
have considered. 

Philo now applies himself to a closer rendering of Sanchuniathon's original (though 
we should not expect to find from now on a literal translation free from paraphrastic 

28 Cf. H.-R. Schwyzer, Chairemon, Leipzig, 1932, 100-106; W. P6tscher, Theophrastos H17Ept 
EzaoEfl'ag, Leiden, 1964, 5-13. 

29 Cf. Ebach (as in n. 12), 78. The first phrase is commonplace in the doxographers. The 
second reflects Chrysippus' teaching that the air is intrinsically dark but lit up by the sun: Plut. 
De Sto. repugn. 1053f. ryv dipa vaEtL •0•Epov ELvatL AEyEt; Jo. Diac. in Hes. Th. 123 (p. 306 
Flach) &K Xdovs Se To "Epepos KaL 7q N`b yEvvTrat, qAa 6d 0r 70io' 7i3 8taKOU/Iq'UECw 
bypo) o;0bbS Kal 

UKOT'ELVOS 
&Ip; Anon. Exeg. in Hes. Th. 116 (p. 376 Fl.) 0d &p oaUELt Cv 

?OoEpo' 6rr '7)Aov CoWrEral. E7TEl' Se 6 p' V Ka' I-r iWaov oipavo3 Kal' y e dip Kav 
?oO•g3q 

•TaLV KTA. 
30 What appears in the Authorized Version as 'the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the 

waters' would be more accurately rendered 'the wind of God flapped against the waters'. God 
will have been absent from Sanchuniathon's account. 

31 Cf. SVFi. 29.8-23, ii. 143.44, sch. Hes. Th. 115, 116c, 117a, 123, Ach. Tat. Isag. in Arat. 
p. 31. 28 Maass, etc.; F. Wehrli, Zur Geschichte der allegorischen Deutung Homers im Altertum, 
Diss. Basel, 1928, 25. 

32 Sch. Hes. Th. 123 (p. 27.14ff. Di Gregorio); cf. Jo. Diac. quoted above, n. 29. 
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expansion). pdac0r) Tor 7TVEt•a TCov 1tS1w'v apXcv: this at once looks un-Greek. The 
wind conceived a yearning for its own starting-point; as we might say, it began to 
chase its own tail. In other words it developed into a whirlwind.33 This rrAOKrI or 
av/krrTAOKr of the wind resulted in a ayKpaats, which was the beginning of all 
creation. 

The wind's self-embrace was called Pothos, Desire: we have already encountered 
this power in Eudemus' Phoenician cosmogony, and it suits what we have just been 
told about the cause of the whirlwind. Then we read that from the wind's avtLrrAoKr 
came Mw-. The mysterious name is followed by the sentence 7rol)d 

T•LVS nOwaatv iAtV, 
oS 'i t6ara'ovs 

ILEWS• au•dtv, 'some say this is mud, some say the ooze from a 
watery mixture'. Some explanation of 'Mot' is certainly in place; but this sentence, 
I submit, is not. It makes no sense that the circling wind should turn into mud or 
slime; nor is the following narrative intelligible after such a transformation; nor does 
the word yield such a meaning in terms of any plausible Semitic etymology. And since 
Philo is the first and only Greek translator of Sanchuniathon, how can he refer to 
competing interpretations of the Phoenician word? The sentence seems to refer to a 
subsequent stage of the cosmogony, when the primal waters have started to solidify.34 
It probably does not belong in Philo's text at all; Eusebius perhaps imported it from 
Porphyry. At any rate it is out of place where it stands now, and should be removed. 
We shall see presently how its intrusion can be accounted for. 

Its presence has obscured the fact that in the sentences about Pothos and Mot 
another doublet is to be recognized. 

O•nE SE' 7pdaOrq To 7TvEvp/a Tr6Jv itrtwv ipxev, 
Kat EyEVETO •YKparctaL, 77 

b 7TAOK7 •EiKElv1 Kal Kt Zr a-t-ro6 avp,7TAOKr0~ To0 7rvEvobpLaTo 
KAG7r7 HnOd8Os. x 

EYVE'TO-t Memr. a{rotiord -TLV• daOU v A6v, 0o 6E• 
V SaTr'Sov9 /llt'EWS9 U7OLV. 

av-SrE' aIPXl, KKTlU'EW a'Tra'VrwV, au-rn SE'o0K Kal EK TaVTq79 EYEVETO 7Traa U 7T0pa KTtEWS 

EYLVwrrKE 
T77v atVT-m 

K•o 
r•Lv. Kati yEVEM9 

TWoV 
OAWOv. 

Just as a Oi'ro in the left-hand column refers back to p lrAo0cnj, so EK rat;r'-~ in the right- 
hand column refers back to -r h avU[r7TAorKs: this makes it still clearer that the 
sentence roilro-'aotv is intrusive. 

Now, what is the relation between the parallel phrases rKArjXr4 Hd6oso 
and EYEVE-ro 

M ar ? One might expect p KXArjrl to be combined with the foreign word, and this then 
to be interpreted, as below we find Kat e'Aherdq Zwtoae aautOtv, -isrof'' E•-rtv o'pavosi 
KaT'OITatL, and after the cosmogony at p. 807.24 BEEAaatrqLv KaAofVrES6, 6 5a-rt rrapa 

olvtetL K'pLtos oi'pavof. If the left-hand column represents Eusebius' transcription of 
Philo, and the right-hand column Porphyry's paraphrase which Eusebius has conflated 
with it, Philo's original may have been EKXqrA0r M•6T, ToiT 'E 

9Urt tId6oS. 
In fact it is very plausible that 

Mr6T 
should have been the Phoenician word 

corresponding to IldGos. Scholars have tended to accept Otto Eissfeldt's suggestion 

" F. Lakkegaard, Studia Theologica 8, 1954, 55, 'The wind fell in love with its own 
beginning, that is, made a tornado.' For a circle as a return to an dpX?4 cf. Heraclitus 22 B 103 

vvov dpXy4 Kat 7rrepag l r'KAOV OrEptLepEpdaS. Alcmeon of Croton said that men perish 7Tt oZ 
6vavral 

•v7 daPXlvPX rt T(AELt rpouadat, that is, achieve perpetual cyclical motion like the 
heavenly bodies (24 B 2, cf. A 12). Sanchuniathon may have used the word ru-is or re?rTt. " Cf. above, n. 29; sch. A.R. 1.496-8b Ka' Zqvwv Se (SVFi. 29.17) Tr trap' Had cSwL Xdos 
VSwp ELvaL rlaotv, o auvvLtdavovTro IAbiv 

yevEraOat; 
Diod. 1.7.1 (separation of elements from the 

original mixture) Tr &' iAv6E s Kat OoAEp6v l?7 7S ETar 9 v 7TV pV UVyKpLtUE W T1 7Era7ir6 
KaraauTvatL Lt r 7 T dpop; OP 183. 
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that TI70os represents the Phoenician counterpart of the Hebrew r ah, which from its 
basic meaning of 'wind, breath' came to be used also of 'spirit, disposition, inner 
impulse, seat of emotion', etc.35 But we have already assumed this word to lie behind 
the 7rvor or 7TvEiLLa above. And it is impossible to believe that rah (or whatever the 
Phoenician form of the word was) would have been translated into Greek - both by 
Eudemus' informant and by Philo - as 'Desire' and not as 'Wind'. What was the 
Phoenician for 'desire'? We do not know; but a guess based on Hebrew, which had 
a very similar vocabulary, will be the best guess we can make. The standard Hebrew 
verb for 'desire' is awadh. Deverbative abstracts are often formed with the prefixes m- 
or t-. The usual noun in Hebrew is ta•dwah; the feminine ending -ah represents older 

-at, which was preserved in Phoenician. A parallel formation with the m- prefix would 
have been equally correct and it is possible that in Phoenician such a form prevailed: 
*ma w(a)t.36 Aleph was weak in Phoenician and tended to disappear in pronunciation 
- *mawt - and aw contracted into 5: Mot. The only slight difficulty in so accounting 
for Philo's MLrT is that Semitic tau (t) is normally represented by 0 in Greek, as for 
example later in Philo's narrative where a different Mot, the god of death, appears as 

Mo'80. But there are exceptions to the general rule: p. 809.23 BatTVAov, 810.24 et al. 

'AaTrdpTp, 812.12 BaaArtiL, 13 et al. B-qpvTdv (contra 809.15 BRpot0), 814.13 

'Avw/pplr, and perhaps Tdavo70.37 
We now have a whirlwind named Desire moulding the boundless deep, but we have 

as yet no heaven or earth. It is disconcerting, therefore, suddenly to be told that 
'there were certain living things devoid of perception, from which came others 
with perception, named Watchers of the Sky.' This sentence seems to be another 
that is out of place. Eusebius' transition shortly afterwards, 'Such then is their 
cosmogony... next let us see how he (Philo) describes their zoogony', makes it as clear 
as we could wish that he has not just told us about the generation of living things. And 
once the sentence is removed, the following one immediately makes much better 
sense. It was not the living creatures that were moulded in the form of an egg, but the 
whirling wind-driven cosmos that contained in it the seeds of all creation. Uvo 
H61scher's emendation of 6polws to 6 MCrT would make this explicit, though the 
transmitted word is defensible.38 Mot appears again in the next sentence, anarthrous 
in the manuscripts, but that could only yield the (non)sense 'And Mot shone out, the 
sun and moon, the stars and "great stars".' The meaning required is surely that the 
heavenly lights shone outfrom Mot, and for this we need &E6EACL[EV (<EK T70O) Mj7T39 
or simply E4EAatLOE (Tof>) Mdr. 

In passing from cosmogony to zoogony, Eusebius evidently omits some details of 
the world's evolution, though the development of living creatures is so bound up with 
cosmogonic processes that he has to continue with some further account of the latter. 
The cosmic scrambled egg, after bursting out in lights, had separated into air, sea, and 

35 Forschungen und Fortschritte 16, 1940, If. = KI. Schr. ii. 259. I acquiesced in EGPO 29. 
Ebach (as in n. 12), 39, objects on the first of the grounds given above. 

36 An m-form actually occurs in Hebrew, with a different suffix, in the ma'dwayye radsec of Ps. 
140.9 (poetic hapax). 37 Cf. n. 18; Barr (as in n. 20), 47 n. 2. 

38 H61scher as cited in n. 27, arguing ''Oltolws dbtoo aX7ilar halte ich fUr falsch, aXq-la7T 
braucht kein "gleichwie".' But the dative would look bare without a preposition such as ?v; and 
a search of the TLG disc (version 'D') produced two parallels for dipolws: schol. Dion. Per. 158 
Kalt irEpL•EPEpE• d ov auXi art t otov L v ZSotS -rvy HldvIrov, and Justin Martyr, Dial. cum Tryphone 
40 bo yap 7TrrdTWIEvov rrpd farov aXrlLaTL?dtoIEvov O/olwo's rL t aX7gpa~T t70 aravpov d7rrTraL. 

39 H. Ewald, Gott. Abh. 5, 1851, 37. Barr's suggestion (as in n. 20, 23 n. 2) that MAwr here is 
a corruption of something corresponding to the Hebrew me•6r6t 'heavenly lights' is ingenious, 
but unnecessarily far-fetched. 
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earth. But the sun's heat caused evaporation and dislocations of the air, which 
resulted in a lot of wild weather. Once more we seem to be faced with a doublet in 
Eusebius' account: 

Ka rOfi idpo 8tLavydaavro70' SL TtprrUpa KaL KaL 
7rrEL8~ 

8LEKpOr-q KaL 
"ot 

181OV TorrTOv 
Th9 taAdeaarl Kal T l yi~, EYEtVEO 7TrvEtiaia L8tJEXWPLCrg 8idal iv • 

7• 
i AIov TnopunaLv, 

KaL v?rO Ka 
ozpavwvv ivi•`Wva /rvvLEyLaaKaL 

'AV 
rarva 

r av aKapEt rdTE 
Karabopal Kat XVan'd. TroL aCE Ka aevv~epaav, 

fpowv-a 
reE daTrErE- 

AC`aqrlaav Kai 
adrpa-7ra,. 

Kat rrp rav Trrd-rayov w V fPOVi6V -a TrpoyEypar• va VOEpa a Lua yprlydprla7EV, KaL rrpAs i-v 
7&XOv E7Ti01pqr, Kal EKlvr '7 Ev iE y YL KaL OaAa-aarl ppEv Kal 'OiAv. 

The thunder and lightning jolted the living things into a higher state of consciousness: 
they 'woke up', and were terrified, and 'male and female were stirred in land and sea'. 
It is not altogether clear whether this signifies the differentiation of the sexes (as in 
Genesis 1.27, 'male and female created he them') or - what EKLV-7r)) more naturally 
suggests - their arousal to coitus. Perhaps it was both at once. Whatever exactly it 
means, we gather that terrestrial and marine fauna now exist, sexually differentiated, 
fully sentient, and ready to reproduce themselves by the sexual method from now on. 
Although Eusebius (Philo) says that it was 'the aforesaid percipient creatures' that 
'woke up' at the stimulus of the thunder and lightning, it seems reasonable to suppose 
that their 'waking up' was in fact synonymous with their transition from non- 
percipient to percipient beings. The first mention of their becoming sentient was an 
anticipation of the thunderstorm narrative, and Philo failed to understand this. 

It still remains to be clarified how the insensate creatures came into being in the first 
place, and where the sentence that introduces them belongs. As to the latter question, 
the answer must be that it belongs somewhere after the appearance of the lights of 
heaven and before the interaction of elements that produced storms: in other words, 
somewhere in the passage of Philo that Eusebius omitted in passing from cosmogony 
to zoogony. When he reached the awakening of the insensate creatures, he realized 
that he had passed over the prior mention of them, and that he needed to restore it. 
He wrote it in his margin, probably meaning it to go before KaL 

•rofi 
EpoS 

8tavydaavr-os, and it was then inserted in the wrong place. 
We are now in a position to account for the other intrusive sentence a couple of 

lines earlier: 
"rord "ortvds 

4autv IMAv, oi 8A t8ar-cov- CLEWS 
•. 

c tv. This be- 
longed together with the first appearance of the living things, and was part of the 
same marginal insertion by Eusebius. The passage that he had passed over must have 
described the transformation of the original turbid waters, or a part of them, into 
mud or slime. It was in this slime that the primitive life-forms appeared by 
spontaneous generation, as was believed to happen visibly in the mud left by the 
inundations of the Nile.40 We find a very similar account in the cosmogony presented 
by Diodorus (1.7.1-6).41 According to this, the world was originally a single mixture. 
When its constituent parts separated themselves out, the fiery elements rose high, with 
the result that the sun and the other luminaries became caught up in the circular 

40 Diod. 1.10.1-3; cf. Troiani (as in n. 20), 84f.; Ebach (as in n. 12), 43f., 74, 76. 
41 Compared by O. Eissfeldt in Eldments orientaux dans la religion grecque ancienne (Colloque 

de Strasbourg, 22-24 mai 1958) Paris, 1960, 3, 7ff., who followed the now discredited theory that 
Diodorus' cosmogony was taken from Democritus. It is now regarded as Hellenistic-eclectic; see 
W. Spoerri, Spdthellenistische Berichte iiber Welt, Kultur und G6tter, Basel, 1959, 1-38, 114-17, 
126-9, et al. Cf. Baumgarten (as in n. 20), 107. It does, however, contain some traditional motifs 
that go back to Anaximander and Anaxagoras, both of whom held that life first developed in 
the moist element as it was dried out by the sun; see below. p. 306. 
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current, while the muddy and turbid elements, with the moisture contained in them, 
settled down under their own weight into one mass (ro S IAvw••S~ KatL OoAEpbV /LETa 

7r -rdwv bypwdov VyKpLEWS TTE -rTabl7O KaTaUTr7vatL Sa 7T6 f3dpoS). The force of 
rotation separated this liquid mass further into sea and a soft, muddy earth, which, 
warmed by the sun, produced bubbles such as we see even now in marshy areas; from 
these emerged living creatures of all kinds, birds, animals, and fishes. But in time the 
earth dried out so much that it could no longer generate fauna in this way, and since 
then life has been perpetuated by sexual reproduction. 

The name that Sanchuniathon gave to the creatures is transmitted as 
owCbaarlltv (cod. A, the oldest and best manuscript of Eusebius) or oo(amrqlv. We should 

undoubtedly accept Gesenius' correction to 
Zworqua•at'v,42 

or rather Zwfo-q aatvL 
divisim, since Philo knew that these were two Semitic words, spe^ samTn, meaning, as 
he says, 'Watchers of the Sky'. The form in which he gives them is Aramaic rather 
than Phoenician; the Phoenician would have been 

*s.ip^ 
'am m, *Zovo' aaL L. 

Together with p. 807.24 BEEAoraaL-rv (instead of 
*Ba(a),aaur/iL) 

and one or two other 
forms, this has prompted the theory that the original translated by Philo was actually 
in Aramaic.43 But he gives other names in genuinely Phoenician forms, for example 
(p. 808.8) 

Za/ir-tpoviosg 
with the right form for 'heaven'. We should bear in mind 

that Philo himself will have been an Aramaic-speaker (Phoenician being by his time 
more or less dead exept for the Punic of the West), and that in reading the text of 
Sanchuniathon, which lacked vowel signs, he might well have read it in places as if it 
was Aramaic. On coming upon bCl simm, for instance, he would have recognized it 
immediately as the title familiar to him as becel famtn, and it was natural enough that 
he should transliterate it as 

BEEA•aal'v 
or -lriv. 

One further feature of Sanchuniathon's narrative deserves attention. We read that 
the involution of the primal wind 'was called' Pothos, or rather Mot, and again that 
the living creatures, whether before or after their electrification, 'were called' 
Watchers of the Sky. By whom were these names bestowed, and what is the 
significance of the naming event? Has Philo eliminated some divine creator figure 
parallel to the God of Genesis, who 'called the light Day, and the darkness he called 
Night', and 'called the firmament Heaven'? 

We need not suppose so. We probably have before us an example of the Semitic 
concept that naming something is equivalent to bringing it into being. There need be 
no reference to a specific namer. The idea is expressed in the Akkadian verb nabut 'to 
name', hence 'appoint, set up'. 'All creatures that have names' means 'all that exist'. 
The Creation Epic Enzlma elis' begins 

When above the heavens had not been named, 
and below, the earth was not called by its name 

- that is, before they existed.44 
To recapitulate the results of the preceding discussion, here is a 'purified' version 

of Philo's account of Sanchuniathon's cosmogony, with Eusebian doublets eliminated 
and the displaced sentences returned to their proper position. Beside it I give an 

42 Gesenius (as in n. 11), 390. 
43 Grimme, RE iA 2243, whom I followed in Hesiod. Theogony, Oxford, 1966, 26. Barr (as in 

n. 20), 44 n. 1, reproves us. 
44 We see something similar in Greek in the Derveni papyrus: xvii [olim xiii] 4 yEviaOat SE 

Evo/laUOrI ErTElTr' AovoLdOaqr ZE? , 
War7TEpEL •TpdOTEpov Pa) 

EO6v. xviii [xiv] 9 rrp~iL [LE y&p KArlqOiva 
Zrva, tp Moipa bpdvrql• "-t9 OEOo 

dt E 
•TE Ka' S3& rav'rdO" 

9EEt ' ' EKA ?Or7 ZE"?, y)vEaEOat a6rOv 
8[oKO) ]t, and xix [xv] 1-3, xxi [xvii] 10ff., with the impersonal passives KAjOr and CdvopadOarq 
throughout. 
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English paraphrase in which the Greek philosophical colouring attributable to Philo 
is toned down to give a more authentic idea of the possible idiom and poetic form of 
the Phoenician original. 

Tl7v T)V 5Awv apx-'p zflorTLOETaL dapa 0 <cbS 

Ka'l 7rvE/uaL7cSr Kal' XaOS OAEpOv EpE/3(SES' 
TrarSa E Etvat dlrEtpa, Ka S 8td ToAbv 

alwova tL7 XEtv rdEpaS. OTIE SE, frilaiv, •pdao0r 7ro 
7rvE6tIa dw V ItCov apcx v, Kal EY)VETO 
oUYKpauSl, -7 q AoK7T KE'Vlq KAX4O 

Mnd7,, T707' UTL HdOog. 

abrrT q( SEapX KTlagE c d7TaVTrOv, aUTO' S OUK 

E/WYVWL.KE 
7~TV aGTroU 

KTLaULV" 
Kal avE7rAdao0r 

0ttogw dntofi 
axGta'rt. 

Kal eAatLoE (iTO) M -T7 •LdA TE Kal 
aEA7rv'q, darTEpES~ TE Kal darGpa pEyaAa. 

{roTrd rTaLVES 
,acv rAyv, o7 'S ESarWov9 

/LLEWS U77lLV.}... v (SE i-va 8 c"ua OUK xOV7a 

aWOqlatv, i5 <6v EyEVETro ta vOEpd' Kati 
EKA7'07 Zwo6;7 aalIuv, TroVr' arv otbpavot, KaTo7TTaL. 

Kal 70T) EpOS 
oLau/aVOav70To9 

Sa 7T rdpWUtLV Kat 
7•79 OaAdaar •a 

Kal 7r9 y?9, ydEVETO 7TVEUpLaTa 
Kal vE'q7 KaL oipav iov S6at0wv 

,ELarTatL 
KarTaOpa' 

Kal XUaCEL9. Kal 7rAtv a UUV•T77r)E 
7dravra Ev dKapEi 7Ta•E T7OlaSE 

Kal avvppaeav, 
/povTra rTE dr7TETEAEd-qtaV K a' da'Gpa7rat Kati 
p7Tpo9 Tv Tdrayov TWV /poVTwv rTa 

7rpoyEypatp/.dva voEpd wta w ypaydpl'quE, Kat 
7Trp0s 7rv XOV E7TTp77, Ka' LKLtVrq EV TE y7 7 
Kat OaAdauqct appEv Kal O-7Av. 

In the beginning there was no earth and no 
heaven, but darkness and wind enveloped the 
deep: they extended every way without end, 
from remotest time (min C•alm). 
But when the wind conceived love of its own 
'head', those things began to be mixed 
together; and the name of that involvement was 
Desire. 

This was the source of creation for all things, 
but its own creation it knew not; and it was 
formed like the shape of an egg. 
And out of that Desire the sun and moon 
shone forth, the stars and the 'great stars'. 
(Separation of heaven and earth.) 
(Creatures born from the mud.) 
And they were blind creatures and without 
sense; but from them were born creatures with 
eyes to see and ears that they might hear. And 
their name was called Watchers of the Sky. 

And after the air became clear, the sun heated 
the sea and the earth, so that winds and storm- 
clouds arose, and the waters of heaven were 
poured forth: the clouds dashed together, one 
with another, and thunders and lightnings 
broke forth from their chambers. 
And at the crashing of the thunders the 
Watchers of the Sky were awakened, and they 
trembled mightily at the noise of them; and 
they were stirred in their loins on the land and 
in the sea, both male and female. 

Comparison of the three Phoenician accounts 

The differences between the three Phoenician accounts are considerable. We cannot 
treat them simply as variants of a single account. On the other hand, they have some 
features in common, such that we can speak of a Phoenician tradition from which 
each of them springs. They all begin with an initial state of the universe characterized 
by formlessness; they all refer at an early stage to time, either as a divine entity in its 
own right or as a dimension of the initial state; they all posit wind at or near the 
beginning of things; and they all introduce an egg (or egg-shaped formation) as the 
intermediate stage between the initial state and the present structure of earth and 
heaven. There are obvious differences in the way in which the initial state is conceived, 
and in the order in which things appear, though it is possible that some of the 
differences are more apparent than real, and due to the inconsistency of the Greek 
translators and excerptors. Here is a synoptic comparison: 

Eudemus Moch Sanchuniathon 
First stage Xpdvog, 7Hdo0, AIO-rp, 'A"p. Winds Windy dark, turbid 

'OptxAqrl waters (for aeons) 
Next 'A4'p, Avipa ObAlwpos (= Xpdvos) Hd0o0 
Next Egg Xovowpos + Egg Egg-shaped form 
Next (Heaven, earth) Heaven, earth (Heaven, earth) 
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We have considered the likely or possible Phoenician equivalents for some of the 
Greek terms (Xpdvos, Hd00os; alvEto/, TrrvE/ta; dip ?o0401lq7 

Kat 
TvrrEvtaTWr••7' 

; 
Xdog 0oAEpv pEfip 30Se); we have noted that for others (AWOqp, 'Ajp) equivalents are 
hard to divine. The two that we have not yet looked at from this point of view are 
Eudemus' 'OH'XAij and A pa. 

Abipa is obviously some sort of wind, and there is no reason why she should not 
correspond to the same word as Sanchuniathon's 7rrvmEla, that is, most likely, rtuh.45 
Eudemus' informant no doubt chose a feminine word, rather than avECtos or rrvEov/a, 
because he needed a male and female pair to produce the egg.46 

'Op•'XA-q, 
which I rendered above as 'Nebula', is more difficult. In the Septuagint 

it is used in a rather inconsistent way, translating several different Hebrew words 
which in other passages are rendered by other Greek words, namely: 

hkaOek (Isa. 29.18) 'darkness', elsewhere UKdToS. 
Cpadh (Amos 4.13) 'darkness', elsewhere UKdToS. 
(drdpel (Joel 2.2, Zeph. 1.15, Job 38.9) 'heavy cloud, murk, foggy dew', elsewhere yvdcoo 

(once oKdOTO). 
kep6r (Job 38.29, Ps. 147.16) 'hoar-frost', elsewhere rrdyog. 

The third of these seems the most suitable. In Ezekiel 34.12 'the day of Canan (cloud) 
and Crrapel' is one when the sheep become scattered and the shepherd has to search 
for them. If there existed a similar word in Phoenician, that was perhaps the one that 
Eudemus' informant rendered as 'OC/a'XA-q. 

A further respect in which the three cosmogonies differ is in the balance between 
mythical and philosophical language. Moch appears the most mythical: here the 
Time-god was described in fully personalized terms, as a bisexual figure who had 
intercourse with himself, and the cosmic egg had the divine craftsman Khushor-Ptah 
standing by to bisect it. In Eudemus there is still a genealogical framework, with 
Pothos and Omichle, and again Aer and Aura, coupling as if sexually; but the story 
is somewhat demythologized. Chronos seems a mere abstraction. There is an egg, but 
no mention of a god to open it. We may say that Eudemus would naturally have 
tended to suppress the more mythical elements. But he did not do so in the case of 
the Babylonian cosmogony that he reported in the same context. As for 
Sanchuniathon, his account is more philosophical still, even allowing for Philo's 
tendency to accommodate it to Stoic theory. Time's role as a divine agent is obscured. 
The autoeroticism motif is transferred to the wind, and comes across as little more 
than a metaphor. Its rotatory frenzy produces not 'an egg' but a formation 
'resembling the shape of an egg'. The attempt is made to explain everything in 
mechanistic terms. 

Of the three Phoenician accounts, then, whatever their relative chronology, it is 
Moch who seems best to reflect the traditional prototype that underlies them all. 

Greek and Phoenician cosmogonies compared 

This traditional prototype must go back at least to the sixth century B.C. in view of 
the Greek evidence, which we must finally bring back into focus. Comparison of the 
Greek with the Phoenician versions should enable us to identify features that go back 
to the common original. At the same time we must keep an eye on the Iranian and 

45 In the Septuagint aipa occurs in three places (1 Kings 19.12, Job 4.16, Ps. 106(107).29), 
always translating Hebrew 

demrmah 'whisper'. 
46 In Hebrew rtah is usually feminine (and so in Gen. 1.2). 
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Indian forms of the myth: any motifs that they share with the Greek, even if not 
attested in the Phoenician, must presumably be attributed to the Near Eastern 
archetype. 

The following motifs are shared by Greek and Phoenician versions, though they do 
not always appear in the same sequence or combination. 

1. A primeval watery abyss (Orpheus, Sanchuniathon). 
2. Primeval darkness (Orpheus, Epimenides, Aristophanes, Sanchuniathon). The 

Orphic account used the phrase Ka-rd aUKoTrdOaaav d~lXA-qv (fr. 67, cf. 54), which 
recalls the 'O/'XA-r of Eudemus' Phoenicians. 

3. The role played by wind (Eudemus, Moch, Sanchuniathon) is hinted at in 
Aristophanes (Av. 695 

,rinTv4Ltov 
Wtodv; 696 vWE/iwKETUL 80vats actually suggests the 

whirlwind, cf. below). 
4. Absence of drrpas or 

rEipap 
(Orph. fr. 66b, Aristophanes ('Ep?iovs 8' iv 

dwTEppOUL KdOATrot), Sanchuniathon). 
5. The presence of the personified Time (Pherecydes, Orpheus, Eudemus, Moch). 

In Orpheus he has the epithet 'unaging' (dy4 paos), which is paralleled in the Iranian 
and Indian versions. 

6. Procreation by Time (Pherecydes, Orpheus, Moch; also Iranian and Indian). 
7. Appearance of the bright Aither (Orpheus; already before Time in Moch). 
8. The production of an egg (Orpheus, Epimenides, Aristophanes, Eudemus, 

Moch; in Sanchuniathon an egg-shaped formation). 
9. The personified Desire of the Phoenician accounts (Eudemus, Sanchuniathon), 

while not paralleled in Greek under the name Hdo0s, can hardly be dissociated 
entirely from the "Epwsc (= Phanes) who appears out of the egg in Orpheus and 
Aristophanes and plays a demiurgic role. Eros had, of course, appeared at a very early 
stage in theogonies since Hesiod, but with no such explicit function. In Orpheus he 
is bisexual and copulates with himself; this is what the Time-god does in Moch and 
the Iranian myth, and the motif has evidently been transferred to Phanes-Eros from 
Chronos. In Pherecydes, we hear, the pre-existent deity Zas, idAAwh v 8~qtovpy~Ev, 
transformed himself into Eros. Aristophanes' Eros recalls Sanchuniathon's Pothos in 
two ways, apart from the fact that he is actually called "Epwso 6 rroETtvds: he is ELKWSg 
dvE/ioKEUL t'vatL, like a swiftly circling wind, and he 

6vvE••LEtv 
6rrawv'a, which 

resulted in the separation of heaven, earth, and Ocean, just as, when Sanchuniathon's 
wind became a whirlwind and the name Desire was bestowed, yE'VETro a0tyKpaauL, 
and this led to the separation of earth, sea, and air. 

10. In his role as demiurge, Phanes-Eros has a counterpart in Moch's Khushor- 
Ptah, who presumably not only opens the egg but fashions its two halves into heaven 
and earth, and perhaps performs other creative acts. But a closer parallel is the Indian 
Prajdpati, the firstborn son of Time, the creator of heaven and earth, who has the 
same radiant quality as Phanes and who, in some accounts, is born from an egg. This 
must be the primary version, whereas the Phoenician version in which the demiurge 
works on the egg from outside, like the Iranian version in which Ohrmazd fashions the 
celestial egg out of light, represents an accommodation to older, simpler native 
mythology where a capable god (Khushor, Ohrmazd) made heaven and earth, and 
that was all there was to it.47 

If we try to construct an archetypal account that will explain the occurrence of 
these features in the Greek and Phoenician sources, we can get quite a long way by 

41 Cf. OP 104f. 
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simply adding them together in sequence; but certain points remain ambiguous. The 
basic story will look like this: 

In the beginning there was no heaven and no earth,48 but a limitless watery abyss, 
cloaked in murky darkness. This existed for long aeons. Eventually Unaging Time, 
who was both male and female, made love to himself and generated an egg. Out of 
the egg came a radiant creator god, who made heaven and earth from it. 

The principal ambiguous points concern the role of wind, the status of Desire, and 
the place of Aither. Was wind present from the beginning, as in Sanchuniathon and 
Genesis? What is the relationship between the wind's act of self-love in Sanchuniathon 
and Time's in Pherecydes, Moch, etc.? Is it by setting up a whirlwind that Time 
engenders the egg? This would help to harmonize Sanchuniathon's egg-shaped 
Desire-whirlwind with the Orphic-Aristophanic whirlwind-like Eros who appears 
from the egg and 'mixes everything together'. At what point does Aither (which we 
may understand as the Bright Sky, or Daylight) come into being? For Moch it is one 
of the two pre-existent entities; in the Orphic theogony it is engendered, together with 
the bottomless blackness of Chaos, by Chronos, who uses it in forming the egg. The 
latter seems to be paralleled in one version of the Zoroastrian cosmogony, if it is 
rightly understood to say that Time brought forth Light and Darkness.49 

Myth into philosophy 

This highly individual cosmogony, which, as we have seen, was reflected in a number 
of Greek mythical narratives from Pherecydes and the first Orphic theogony on, also 
exercised a powerful influence on the philosophical tradition that began with the 
Milesians. 

We know very little of Thales' system, and as he left no book, the ancients 
themselves knew only as much as was mentioned by some early, informed source, 
possibly Anaximenes.50 The main datum is that he held all things to have come from 
water. Commentators have often related this to a background of Near Eastern 
mythical cosmogony. But there is something else that points to a more specific link 
with the Phoenician cosmogony that we have been considering. In the fullest 
statement of Thales' doctrines, derived from Theophrastus, there is reference to water 
causing earthquakes, circling winds (rrwEvyd-rwv aOrpodcks or ovu-rpood s), and 
movements of airs or of celestial bodies (d~pwv or daOrpwv KLV1qELs).51 Thales had to 
account for the rotatory movement that is a feature of the visible cosmos. Apparently 
he postulated a cosmic whirlwind that arose from the primeval waters and that carried 
the heavenly bodies round the sky. Both water and wind participated in the circular 
flow - the 8&'vr that was to be the dominant model for Thales' successors.52 Now, we 
have inferred from Aristophanes that the whirlwind motif had a place in the common 
source of the Greek and Phoenician traditions, in other words in a sixth-century (if 
not seventh-century) Phoenician cosmogony. Thales may have made the rotation 
start in the water, the water then driving the wind, whereas Sanchuniathon's Thoth 

48 Ar. Av. 694; cf. En7ma eli& I. 1-2 and other Oriental accounts, H61scher (as in n. 27) 401 
= 150. 

49 Damasc. (as in n. 9) iii. 165. 17 W.-C. MdyoL S Kal 7T 7dv 6 "Aptov yEvog, ('9 Kat' TOU TO 

ypa1bEt 
' 
E&r8ltog, o" p'v Tdrrov, ol SE Xpdvov KaAofaC "r vor71Ov 7rav Ka "r6 t7vo.wvov, 

, 
oS taKpLOrvat 7q 0EO'v dyaeov Kat talova KaKdv, 7 

0) Ka' aKdros~ rrp 
"To 

"TCv, &0 9viovU 
AdYEtv. Cf. Aristoxenus fr. 13 Wehrli; EGPO 30-2. 50 Cf. EGPO 212. 

51 Hipp. Ref. 1.1.1-3 (Diels, Doxographi 555); EGPO 209-13. 
52 EGPO 211. I had already observed in 1963 (CQ 57, 172-6) that the 8&vr model should have 

originated in Thales' water cosmology. 
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makes it start in the wind. But there is similarity enough to suggest that Thales 
borrowed the idea from the Phoenician cosmogony. It may as well be recalled that 
according to Herodotus and others, Thales was himself of Phoenician descent.53 

When we come to Anaximander, the points of contact are clearer and more 
numerous.54 Firstly, his initial state is 'the Boundless', or at any rate 'boundless', 
d7rrepov. It is eternal, and in constant movement. This was the d&pxj of all things.55 
Anaximander evidently avoided specific terms such as wind, darkness, Chaos, but 
there remains a formal similarity to the initial state in Sanchuniathon, where these 
things were 

•rTELpa 
and for long ages had no rdEpas. 

Secondly, Anaximander spoke of Time as a divine agent; he laid it down that 
cosmic imbalances are eventually self-correcting, since all things return to what they 
came from, 'paying the penalty to each other for their expropriations 

(-7- d~KILaS) 
in accordance with Time's tariff', Ka•r 7)V 70To Xpdvov rditv.56 The Time-god, as we 
have seen, was a distinctive element in the Phoenician myth. 

Thirdly, Anaximander described the genesis of our world as starting with an event 
which Theophrastus paraphrased as the separation from the Eternal (rb dt'SLov) of 
something generative of heat and cold, 7r ydvLov GEp[Loiv 7T Kai OvXpoi3. From this 
entity, whatever it was, grew a sphere of flame that enclosed the space round the 
earth, corresponding to our firmament. Pieces of fire split off from it and became the 
sun, moon, and stars.57 This reads like a translation into scientific language of a myth 
that ran: 'Eternal Time ejaculated semen, which developed into an egg, with the hot 
and light parts gathered on the outside, and the cool, heavier parts towards the 
middle. From the hot parts on the outside the sun, moon, and stars were made.' This 
is unmistakably a form of the Phoenician myth. Its demythologization was already 
largely accomplished in Anaximander, and completed by Theophrastus in rendering 
account of Anaximander's theory. 

Fourthly, Anaximander held that the earth was at first entirely covered by water; 
it has gradually been evaporating, and the sea that we know is what is left of it at 
present."5 Thus he preserved the Semitic myth of the primeval Deep, except that he 
removed it from the initial state of the universe and made it instead the initial state 
of our local cosmos. 

Fifthly, he held that the action of the sun's heat on the moisture below was 
responsible for winds, clouds, and rain.59 This agrees with Sanchuniathon's account. 
There the meteorology appears as an integral part of the process that leads to the 
awakening of animal life by thunder and lightning. Anaximander's explanation of 
thunder and lightning as being caused by wind bursting out of clouds is a little 
different from Sanchuniathon's (clouds crashing together), and he did not, so far as 
we know, associate them with the origins of life. 

He did, however, exert himself to account for the evolution of living things. He said 
that they first developed in the water, somehow as a result of its warming and drying 

53 Hdt. 1.170 OaAdw, dv8ps MtA~olaov... TOr dvKaOEV y/vo EdvrVTO Q'OLVtLKOX. Cf. D.L. 1.22, 
who cites Herodotus, Duris (= FGrHist 76 F 74), and Democritus (= DK 68 B 115a). 

54 Cf. H61scher (as in n. 27), 416f. = 173f.; Eissfeldt (as in n. 41), 9ff. 
55 DK 12 A 1, 9-17; more conveniently laid out in C. H. Kahn, Anaximander and the Origins 

of Greek Cosmology, New York and London, 1960, 29 + 32 + 39. 
56 A 9, Kahn 35; cf. EGPO 81-3. 
7 A 10, Kahn 57: 0 tL Er t' L EK TO 1a8LoU YOVLYOv OEpLOU TE Kat UlVXpOU KaQT T7v yEVEWLV 

TOUSE TO?) KO/LOU LO 
drTOKPLO'vat, 

Ka( tvaQ EK 
rTOU'TOU 

CAoyOg aC.aipav TrEpt3v5jvat 
TW5 

trr•pt rT?7v yv d Ept, W9s T TL SvSptwl cAotdv. 7UTaWtOS 
dlToppayE(cUr97 Ka'l ELS Trtvas Ld7ToKAEGELUtarl KUKAOUS 

7TOUT7rvaL ToV 7 7 ALOV Katl T?7v aOEA'V'qv Ka' TObS a'rTEpaSx. Cf. EGPO 83-5, 95. 
58 A 27, Kahn 65f. 5 A 11.7, 24, Kahn 63. 
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out by the sun, and that they were enclosed in prickly shells; at a later stage they - 
and we - came out onto the land and shed their (our) integuments.60 This account has 
in common with Sanchuniathon's at least the assumption that the origin of life is 
something to be treated in a cosmogonic context, and the concept of its development 
by stages from a lower to a higher form; probably also the idea of its genesis from 
the action of heat on moisture. In reports of Anaxagoras' biology, which evidently 
stood in the Anaximandrian tradition, it is stated explicitly that sexual reproduction 
was a secondary development.61 

There are many things in Anaximander's system that cannot be derived from the 
Phoenician Time-Egg cosmogony. His model of the present cosmos seems to show 
several Babylonian or Iranian features.62 As he certainly heard and debated with 
Thales, who apparently knew the Phoenician complex, it is a reasonable guess that it 
was from Thales that he took that over, while the Babylonian-Iranian elements 
represent a new ingredient coming from a subsequent source. A welcome consequence 
of this hypothesis will be that we can substantially fill out our picture of Thales' 
cosmology by retrojecting into it all those features of Anaximander's system which 
derive from the Phoenician cosmogony: the boundlessness of the initial state (water 
for Thales), the divine agent Time, his production of a seed that grew into an oval or 
spherical cosmos, the conversion of sea into land under the influence of heat, the 
meteorological and biological theories. The fact that none of this is associated with 
Thales in the tradition is no obstacle. He left no book in which it could be read; the 
only parts of his teaching that were remembered as his were those cited at an early 
date by someone who did write.63 Much more may have been preserved indirectly 
through Anaximander. 

Much of Anaximander's system, in turn, was carried forward into later ones. 
Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, Leucippus and his atomist followers, Diogenes of 
Apollonia, all preserve the basic concept of the cosmos as a globule created and 
maintained in the infinite surrounding continuum by vortical forces. The more 
mythical elements of the original story, such as the autoeroticism of Time, disappear; 
yet 

a•nrpjxa 
remains as a cosmological metaphor (Anaxagoras, atomists), and in a 

curious report about Epicurus' cosmology we still read how the world began in the 
likeness of an egg, girded by a circling wind, as by a serpent, which in time divided 
it into the celestial and terrestrial hemispheres, and which even now drives the 
revolution of the sky and the stars.64 

Once again we see the truth of Anaxagoras' dictum: o0 KEXWpLOU7aL dAA77Acov 7 
' 

cv 
(tL E'V KOdlTLWL, Oxv& a7TOKErKo7TTalL TEAEKEL. 

All Souls College, Oxford M. L. WEST 

60 A 10, 11.6, 30, Kahn 68-70. 
6' DK 59 A 1.9 ( A 42.12) S?ta LvEaOat iE b ypoU Ka' OEp(IOU Ka'Y UE0ov T, UTEpOV 8i 

dAA•jAwv. Cf. Diodorus cited above, p. 300. 
62 W. Burkert, Rh. Mus. 106, 1963, 97-134; EGPO 87-93. 63 Cf. above, n. 50. 
64 Epiphanius, Adv. haer. 1.8 (Diels, Doxographi 589.11-21). There are connections here with 

the Orphic theogony; see OP 202. 
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